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EDITORIAL
Another year has passed and it is time to celebrate this third issue of jmr&t. 
Together with my fellow members of the Advisory Board, I would like to 
share with everyone involved in our Brazilian Metallurgical Materials and 
Mining Association, ABM (Portuguese initials), the satisfaction of accomplish 
an international publication.
This last jmr&t issue of 2012 consolidates an ABM desire of association 
with Elsevier, which has “non solus” as its motto. Indeed, “not alone” served 
as an inspiration to Horacidio Leal Barbosa Filho, our Executive Director, 
to make the partnership with the world leading publishing house a reality 
for ABM. By this endeavor, reminding the second issue editorial words of 
Ronaldo Barbosa, our Local Associate Editor, ABM is fulÀ lling one of its main 
objectives, which is to strengthen ties between people and to forge its way 
in the international scenario. Even more, the historical À rst issue editorial 
view of our Editor-in-Chief, Nelson Guedes Alcantara, predicts that jmr&t 
will become an international publication of the highest level.
With this third issue, a total of 25 original papers, four review articles, 
and one short communication were published in 2012. The participation of 
123 authors from eight countries (Argentina, Brazil, China, India, Japan, 
Poland, Russia, and USA) contributed to the success of jmr&t in its À rst 
year. A special token of recognition goes for those in ABM, particularly 
Karlheinz Pohlmann, Chairman of Board, Mirian Chakkour Nunes and Raquel 
Maria Giancolli Sturlini, Editorial Coordinator, who tirelessly support the 
administrative tasks that make our jmr&t dream come true. I also should 
take this opportunity to mention the kind collaboration from Ana Heredia, 
Publishing Editor, and Juliana Figueiredo, Production Editor of Elsevier in 
Brazil.
Another year is ahead of us and jmr&t will face the provocative chal-
lenge of becoming a top Sci&Tech materials publication in the global arena. 
I am optimistic that, with the help of Marc Andre Meyers, our International 
Associate Editor, this goal will soon be reached… perhaps already in 2013. 
Lets toast with “caipirinha”, a Brazilian drink, to a prosper New Year for 
jmr&t!
Sergio Neves Monteiro 
Member of the Advisory Board
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